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Just a Small Town Girl
Sarah Yung
There is a particular kind of misfortune that comes of living in  
a small town named after a big city. Take, for example, Paris, Virginia, 
which despite its impressive moniker has a current population of 51. 
Or Philadelphia, Mississippi. Or Long Beach, Mississippi. Or basically 
anywhere in Mississippi. (Sorry, Willie Morris.)
When I first heard about the move, I was excited. Small town girl with 
big city dreams, that was me, ready to go out and conquer the world. 
My parents were excited that I was excited—after all, what ten-year-old 
is ever that happy to leave her suburban hometown behind in favor  
of her parents’? 
Well, you can imagine how disappointed I was, then, to move to  
a Podunk town with a population significantly smaller than the average 
New York neighborhood. I was used to sinking into the anonymity  
of large classes and their resulting swells of chaos. I didn’t want to know 
everyone’s business or for them to know mine. I didn’t want to accept 
the assortment of pies (pecan and sweet potato and apple) from Mrs. 
Logan down the street, or the jams and chocolate chip banana bread 
from the elderly Ms. Marion Lee. And I certainly didn’t want to accept 
the invitation of friendship from Miles, the freckly, mussed-haired 
beanpole of a hooligan with the golden boy smile from next door.
But life there grew on me like kudzu on abandoned farmhouses. Sure, 
the summers were blistering and the winters were hypothermic, and the 
closest mall was two hours away—and that was without traffic. Sure, 
here I had to create forest fantasies in overgrown meadows and invent 
games with chestnuts as pawns. Sure, here I had to walk home down 
winding dirt roads from the bus stop and chase away mosquitoes as  
big as blackberries. 
But it wasn’t all bad. Here I learned to fish with minnows and neon 
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flies; to hunt, although I was too scared to ever shoot big game; here 
I grasped the warm, leather-clad wheel of the old jalopy in my sweaty 
palms, learning to drive out on the levee, so much safer than any city 
streets, and here we rehearsed in the shade of two oaks for our middle 
school talent show. Here we drank ice-cold sweet tea on the creaky  
old porch and here I had my first kiss at a drive-in movie too  
bland to remember. 
I remember summers spent riding fast bicycles down to the old 
creamery, seeing everyone and their brother lined up for a taste  
of the velvety, slow-churned flavor of the week. Lemon and strawberry 
made with fresh fruit and the purest vanilla I’ve ever tasted and old-
fashioned milkshakes so thick you could stand a spoon up in them. 
The booths were bouncy scarlet vinyl, sticky against our sweat-slicked 
skin, and crowded, everyone yelling so you could barely hear your own 
conversation without tuning into snippets of another like scanning 
radio stations.
It’s been five years since Miles and I set out to seek our fortunes. Five 
years since we renounced our small town origins and set out with Big 
City Dreams, naively intent on changing the world. Five years since  
I’ve tasted that ineffable, small-town air, the scent of lovingly made 
baked goods on the windowsill, five years since the smell of sweet hay 
and real grass and earnest sweat. Five years since I wandered down  
a Main Street where everyone was community, not competition. 
It’s been five years since I left home, swearing anywhere was better 
than here, swearing I wouldn’t come back until I’d found success.
It’s funny, the longer I’m gone the better it was.
